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Summary

In the thesis, we investigate and formulate a framework for analyzing certain
aspects of aesthetics from a structural and mathematical perspective.

We build on the results of neuroaesthetics—a (relatively new) field in
neurology introduced by S. Zeki in 1990’s—which links the process of seeing,
and evaluating information with an aesthetic component, with the structure
of the human brain. Several principles influencing aesthetic judgements were
identified by neuroaesthetics and connected with the structure of the human
brain, such as the notions of modularity, symmetry, harmony, or balance.
We argue that these results provide an objective interpretative framework for
analyzing certain aspects of visual information with an aesthetic component
by means of mathematical methods.

We apply these results to Birkhoff’s Aesthetic Measure, providing objec-
tive foundations for his theoretical methods, based on algebraic invariants
for aesthetics. We follow up with a discussion of the theory of J. Nešetřil—
which is based on quantitative and computational methods, using the notions
of fractional length, combinatorial entropy, hereditary thesis, and duality—
and interpret it in the context of this framework. We argue that the results
of neuroaesthetics validate Nešetřil’s approach, in particular his hereditary
thesis and its dual aspects.

The thesis is structured as follows.
In Chapter 1, we provide the introduction and discuss the outline of the

thesis, giving the context and formulating the focus of the thesis.
In Chapter 2, we discuss the notions of “liking” and “aesthetical judg-

ments” from the general perspective to introduce some common themes in
aesthetics, such as the distinctions between subjectivity, objectivity, and in-
tersubjectivity of aesthetic judgements.

In Chapter 3, we review the necessary neurological details for the theory
of seeing, with the focus on neuroaesthetics and its results. We emphasize
the structural and modular aspects of the process of seeing—and by exten-
sion of the process of evaluating (mostly visual) information with aesthetic
components—which we later use to legitimize and validate some of the ex-
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isting mathematical methods for the analysis of aesthetic information. The
notions of structure, symmetry, harmony, and balance are identified and dis-
cussed in the context of the theory of seeing. Several principles hypothesized
to govern aesthetic evaluations, formulated by S. Zeki, V. S. Ramachandran,
and H. Leder, are discussed and analyzed, (Zeki, 2003), (Ramachandran &
Hirstein, 1999), (Leder, Belke, Oeberst, & Augustin, 2004).

In Chapter 4, we review Birkhoff’s theory as presented in (Birkhoff, 1933),
which is based on the notions of aesthetic measure and algebraic invariants.
We interpret his work from the perspective of Chapter 3 and argue that the
results of neuroaesthetics validate his theoretical assumptions that certain
aspects of aesthetics—such as the ratio of complexity versus order for specific
geometrical shapes—can be mathematically “measured” and captured by
notions of algebraic invariants.

In Chapter 5, we discuss the work of J. Nešetřil related to mathemat-
ical analysis of (certain aspects) of aesthetic visual information. His work
is based on quantitative and computational methods, using the notions of
fractional length, combinatorial entropy, and hereditary thesis as introduced
in (Nešetřil, 2005) and (Adamec & Nešetřil, 2001), and later extended by
the concept of duality, micro- and macro- analysis of visual information, and
the sketch of dual morphology in (Bálek & Nešetřil, 2003) and (Bálek &
Nešetřil, 2007). We also formulate an algorithm for comparing harmony of
two drawings which extends the methods of (Nešetřil, 2005), (Adamec &
Nešetřil, 2001) and (Bálek & Nešetřil, 2003) by taking into consideration
permutations of segments in the picture.

In Chapter 6, we conclude the work by reviewing its contents and em-
phasizing the salient points.
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Research Activities and Publications

Publications

• Article: Fragment of aesthetic processing (with J. Nešetřil),
Wds’09 proceedings of contributed papers Part I - mathematics and
computer science. 2009.
(Douchová & Nešetřil, 2009)

• Zeki and neuroaesthetics - A possible framework to objectify aesthetics
(with J. Nešetřil), Acta Universitatis Caroline, Philosophica et Histor-
ica, Miscellanea Logica, 2/2010.
(Douchová & Nešetřil, 2010)

• Birkhoff’s Aesthetic Measure. Acta Universitatis Caroline, Philosoph-
ica et Historica, Miscellanea Logica. 1/2015.
DOI: 10.14712/24647055.2016.8
(Douchová, 2015)

Research Visits

• Kurt Gödel Research Center for Mathematical Logic, July 2012 (two
weeks), hosted by prof. Sy Friedman

• Kurt Gödel Research Center for Mathematical Logic, November 2012
(one week), hosted by prof. Sy Friedman

Grants

• Internal grant FFUK VG016 “Modifikace modálních logik pro studium
estetických invariantů” (2012), successfully completed.

Talks and Conference Attendance

• Talk “Albert Visser: Interpretovatelnost slabých teorií”, workshop of
the Department of Logic (14 March and 21 March 2011)
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• Talk “Objektivnost estetiky vizuálního vjemu”, weekend school of the
Department of Logic (2 April 2011)

• Talk “Enigma: A History”, international conference Secret of Ciphers,
Prague, joint with S.Cavagnetto (31 May 2011)

• Participation at the conference Matematica e Cultura 2011, Italy (March
2011)

Citations for (Douchová, 2015)

• Affective Responses to Image Color Combinations, Art and Perception,
Authors: Jan J. Koenderink, Doris I. Braun, and Andrea J. van Doorn
Online publication date: 30 November 2021
DOI: 10.1163/22134913-bja10030

• Structural Beauty: A Structure-Based Computational Approach to
Quantifying the Beauty of an Image, Journal of Imaging,
Authors: Bin Jiang and Chris de Rijke,
Published: 23 April 2021
DOI: 10.3390/jimaging7050078

Citations for (Douchová & Nešetřil, 2009)

• Eye Tracking Based Objective Evaluation of Visual Aesthetics: A Re-
view, Advances in Ergonomics in Design,
Authors: Bighna Kalyan Nayak and Sougata Karmakar
Published: 24 June 2018
DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-94706-8_41
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